[Assessment of erythrocyte pyrimidine 5'-nucleotidase test for screening of occupational lead poisoning].
To determine the diagnostic value of red cell P5'-N for detecting occupational lead poisoning. Red cell pyrimidine 5;-nucleotidase, blood lead and urine lead levels, free erythrocyte protoporphyrin (FEP), zinc protoporphyrin (ZPP) and urine delta-aminolevulinic acid levels were determined in 157 lead exposed workers and 30 non-exposed healthy people. According to the golden standard; i.e. blood lead >/= 1.93 micromol/L and >/= 2.90 micromol/L, the diagnostic value of red cell P5'N and other indicators for detecting blood lead >/= 1.93 micromol/L and >/= 2.90 micromol/L was compared by receiver operative characteristic curve (ROC) software. After determining the optimal cut-points of the above indicators for detecting the blood lead >/= 1.93 micromol/L and >/= 2.90 micromol/L, the sensitivity of the parallel tests for detecting the blood lead >/= 1.93 micromol/L and >/= 2.90 micromol/L was calculated and compared by EPINFOR software. For detecting blood lead level >/= 1.93 micromol/L, the areas under ROC curve (AUC(ROC)) of P5'N was significantly larger than that of urinary lead and urinary delta-ALA (P < 0.05). The sensitivity of parallel tests with ZPP and P5'N was significantly larger than that of parallel tests with Upb and Udelta-ALA. For detecting blood lead level >/= 2.90 micromol/L, the areas under ROC curve (AUC(ROC))of P5'N was significantly larger than that of urinary lead, FEP and urinary delta-ALA (P < 0.05). The sensitivity of parallel tests with P5'N and ZPP was significantly larger than that of parallel tests with Upb and Udelta-ALA, and that of parallel tests with ZPP and FEP (P < 0.05). For detecting blood lead >/= 1.93 micromol/L and >/= 2.90 micromol/L, red cell P5'N is more accurate. It is worth being applied in detecting occupational lead poisoning. For detecting blood lead >/= 1.93 micromol/L and >/= 2.90 micromol/L, the parallel tests with P5'N and ZPP are more accurate.